
Product Overview:
                              3M Green Automotive Masking Tape: This tape is of excellent adhesive quality without being 
too aggressive, this tape is suitable for solvent based basecoats, Auto-Air Colors & Wicked Colors. 3M have perfected this
tape to have a ultra clean straight edge which you can’t get with general masking tapes or hardware tapes. 
The tape stores extremely well and will last years if stored in a dry, cool and dark area. The roll length is 33mtrs and
Sizes available are 1/8”, 1/4”, 1 / 2” ”3/4”, 1”& 2”

3M Green Masking has been the main stay tape used by painting professionals for decades, proof is a product that hasn’t
undergone changes. 
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The design is being layed out with 3m Green
Automotive Masking Tape in different widths. There
again this tape is perfect for all solvent basecoats,
Auto-Air & Wicked Paints. 
Sizes available are 1/8”, 1/4”, 1 / 2” ”3/4”, 1”, 2”:
choosing many sizes will support various needs.
You can lay out many designs with 1.8” including
many curves, when you get down to a ten cent
piece curve that is it’s limit. Unlike PVC tapes you
don't get stretch which allows for consistent lines.
The tape is repositionable a few times if you need
to adjust your project.
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Green Automotive
Masking Tape!

This is our Hot Rod proto-type on a colour-
bond sign blank that is 2.500mm long x
600mm high. The background has been
undercoated in a grey mix of Auto-Borne 
sealer black and white, then we have used 
straight sealer black and white to do a 
simple stone effect. Dried overnight and 
with proper pre-work it is now ready for any
masking we can through at it. Autoborne
Sealer is undercoat which can take solvents
as well as Wicked Colors & Auto-Air Colors.
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As a rule masking tape shouldn’t be abused by taping
up large areas unless being used as part of the 
design. The bottom edge and inner sections were
overlapped by half the design edge using a wider
3m green tape. 
Still it is of best advantage and price to mask up the
bulky areas with Automask Tape, the two tapes will
adhere to each other without any problems at all.
I can’t advise you enough to run with more than one
tape component as this will cost you time and money,
let alone the point of ease of more than one option.

We have layed out a rip-off of the ZZ Top Eliminator 
design, at this stage the two sizes used is 1/8” and 
1” sizes. We have gaps between that would allow us 
to use ½” to fill in and 2” on the outer edges.
The Green masking Tape has good strength in it’s
adhesive without compromising the underlying 
paints adhesion, you will also find this tape has a 
high quality straight edge which you will not be able
to get from any general painters masking tape or
hardware tape. Don’t be fooled tape isn’t tape 
especially when you have to fix your cheap tapes
problems after you peel your design out. 

The colours have been selected, Wicked Colors green, 
orange & black. As you can see the Pthalo Green has
been applied with the rest of the design being masked
up using Automask Tape, you can quickly change
back masking to allow the next colour to be painted,
another advantage of the Automask Tape is you can
see enough through it to cut back masking on all
tapes and lines beneath it making this tape extremely
versatile. It took all of half hour to paint this design
including all back masking with three colours

As per other PDF’S this is a correct product usage 
demonstration only, this graphic has neat and clean
paint lines and may be used as is, if preferred you
may also add a pinstripe line to add another 
dimension and to pick the graphics up.
For this we are done...  
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The Graphics have now been painted with Wicked 
Colors straight from the bottle with a .1mm
mini-jet and .5mm airbrush. I must say if your not
using Wicked Colors then you don’t know what your
missing out on. These paints are for everything
from T-Shirts, Canvas, Wood, Ceramics, Skate Decks,
Helmets, Automotive, Leather, Shoes, Fibreglass & more. 
The paint atomizes the same as solvent base coats
with a fine dot pattern, has no working windows so
you can clearcoat with two pack for Automotive
whenever you are finished, you can even come back 
to your project weeks later and keep applying paint 
without delimitation. It’s non-toxic and safe to use, 
cleans up with water, what more can you possibly want.



Finished Result,
clean crisp lines,
or pinstripe it !
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Ready For ANY Two Pack Clear
Wicked

Steven 0419 806599
info@airbrushmegastore.com.au

Paints Utilized!

Green Automotive
Masking Tape!

Also used
to back mask
with multiple sizes
available!
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